SMART,
CONNECTED
BRISBANE

Lord Mayor’s
message

Our
story

Brisbane is a great place to live, work and relax
– it’s a safe, vibrant, green and prosperous city,
valued for its friendly and optimistic character and
enjoyable lifestyle.

Every day
Brisbane City Council
works with residents
and local communities
to help make our city
what it is today, with
a long-term vision
for the future.

As Lord Mayor, I’m committed to maintaining this quality of life for residents
while ensuring our city has the services and infrastructure to meet the needs
of future generations. As a growing city, it is essential we take the lead in
fostering innovation to help deliver smart, connected solutions for the city’s
future challenges and opportunities.
Together with local businesses and industry we’ve achieved a lot but there’s
more to be done.
By nurturing and encouraging collaboration with local businesses, industry
and academia, Brisbane can be at the forefront of technological innovation
and advancement. These outcomes will ensure Brisbane grows and
prospers as a smart thinking, easy living world-class city.

Lord Mayor
Cr Graham Quirk
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It’s that vision and focus
that has Brisbane heading
in the right direction.

Council is delivering congestion-busting road projects, Australia’s most modern public transport, including the Brisbane Metro, as well as the
parks and vibrant, liveable communities that residents deserve – all with a strong economy and more local jobs. We’re growing our city while
maintaining the character of our suburbs, planning carefully for inevitable growth and focusing development around transport options.

Building smoother
streets and
continuing to
tackle traffic
congestion
Taking real action on
traffic congestion, while
delivering smoother
suburban streets, means
getting residents home
quicker and safer with
more travel options.

Building our local
economy while
creating new and
innovative jobs
Supporting small
business and nurturing
innovation means a
strong economy with
more jobs right across
Brisbane.

Keeping Brisbane
clean, green and
sustainable

Creating new
lifestyle and leisure
opportunities

Keeping Brisbane clean
and green is all about
making our city liveable
and sustainable for
our children, and their
children to follow.

A liveable city is about
more than just new jobs
and better roads. More
leisure options mean
exciting events and vibrant
local markets, with better
facilities and venues for all
ages to enjoy.

Delivering
Australia’s most
modern public
and active
transport,
including the
Brisbane Metro
World-class public
transport means more
buses for the suburbs,
fewer cars on the road
and quicker, more
comfortable trips, and
more travel options for
residents and visitors.

By delivering on a
strong plan now, with
a vision that looks to
the future, Council
is improving quality
of life for residents
while ensuring our
city has the services
and infrastructure to
meet the needs of
future generations.
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Smart, connected in a global context
Great global cities are productive
and accessible. They attract,
retain and develop increasingly
mobile talent and organisations,
encouraging innovation,
engagement, new jobs and growth.

Successful smart cities provide businesses with an
incentive to locate within the area by providing access
to a skilled workforce. A smart city also attracts and
retains this skilled workforce by providing opportunities
to settle close to great employment opportunities,
goods and services, with affordable housing and a high
standard of liveability. Transport is also a key factor in
the success of a smart city, as improved worker mobility
enables a city’s workforce to be more productive.

Over recent years many cities across the world have
transitioned to knowledge-based economies, where
industries and organisations cluster in specific localities
to help generate and transfer knowledge more
effectively. The prosperity derived from the growth of
the knowledge-based economy goes hand in hand with
the growth of our cities, which need to be liveable with
a clear focus on serving their communities.

There are a number of internal and external drivers
of change that are impacting the way we live in cities
today. Citizens are more mobile, connected and reliant
on technology than ever before and this is driving
citizens to expect more agile forms of interaction
and engagement with local governments.

Cities are all about the people – our natural and built
environment must be sustainable and liveable, with a
vibrant and versatile public realm that brings people
together to grow, connect and share ideas. As cities grow
and compete to retain talented people, they must be
ambitious to ensure they become even better places to live.
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People now expect their local governments to
provide better service, while minimising costs
and providing a greater level of engagement via
multiple communication channels. A smart city can
be described as a city that utilises information and
communication technologies to meet the demands of
its citizens while enhancing quality of living.
Brisbane’s investment in smart city planning and
initiatives such as free Wi-Fi, smart energy solutions,
intelligent transport systems and Digital Brisbane
opportunities has helped advance Council’s vision to
create an even better place to live, work and relax.

Investing in smart city planning can help advance
a local government’s vision for a city to create an even
better place to live, work and relax.
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Brisbane as a smart, connected city
The Brisbane economy has
transitioned beyond the
mining investment boom, to a
knowledge-based economy. The
Brisbane 2022 New World City
Action Plan outlines priorities to
drive the city’s economic growth
to better align the city in a global
marketplace. Embracing a smart
city approach will support the
delivery of the Brisbane 2022
New World City Action Plan as
well as the strategic objectives of
Council’s Brisbane Vision 2031.

Brisbane has real advantages to position the city as a leading knowledge-based economy and New World City.
These advantages include:
proximity to Asia
highly-educated workforce
leading research institutions.
To fully realise these opportunities and increase the economic prosperity of Brisbane, we need to ensure that our city
provides the right environment for investment, collaboration and growth.
As a New World City, Brisbane has embraced the role of technology and now has the opportunity to proactively
champion Brisbane as a smart, connected city.
Over recent years, Council has grown the city’s economy through focusing on the key economic priorities outlined
in the Brisbane 2022 New World City Action Plan. These key priorities underpin the characteristics of a smart city
and provide opportunity to identify and embed smart, connected opportunities. Council already incorporates
information and communication technologies to enhance the quality and performance of urban services and
actively fosters innovation and knowledge transfer.
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Characteristics of smart, connected
Brisbane has its own unique smart city story which focuses on using smart, connected thinking to enable the
delivery of the Brisbane 2022 New World City Action Plan and Brisbane Vision 2031. These plans set out a range
of actions to deliver Brisbane’s New World City agenda and preserve and enhance the city’s liveability and
prosperity into the future.
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Efficient

Personalised

Inclusive

Prosperous

Insightful

Transparent

Digital technologies
are employed to
make activities
efficient and
effective.

People have a
personalised human,
experience within
the city.

Everyone has the
chance to get involved,
be empowered and
participate in city life.

Smart, connected
thinking leads
to prosperity
and economic
opportunities.

Analytics creates
insight that enables
data-driven
decision making.

Open shared data
and collaboration
creates an
environment of
trust and innovation
within the city.
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Creating new
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Keeping Brisbane
clean, green
and sustainable.

Building our local
economy while
creating new and
innovative jobs.
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Council’s role
in Brisbane’s
smart,
connected
future
Council cannot deliver a smart,
connected Brisbane on its own. Instead,
Council will play a range of roles to shape
Brisbane’s smart, connected future.
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No matter what the role, having a clear view on what this means for Brisbane enables Council to tell the story of Brisbane’s smart, connected
future so others can play their parts in this journey.

Provider

Partner

Council currently delivers a range of services within the local
government area. Council can directly provide smart, connected
activities and initiatives associated with these services.

Council has in place a range of partnerships and strategic alliances
with external organisations to deliver initiatives for the people of
Brisbane. Through existing and new partnerships, Council has the
opportunity to influence the delivery of smart, connected initiatives
throughout the city.

Regulator
Council currently regulates a range of activities within the local
government area through relevant legislation and regulation.
Council can influence the delivery of smart, connected initiatives
through governance and incentives.

Funder
Council currently funds other organisations to deliver a
range of services within Brisbane. Council can acquire the
delivery of smart, connected initiatives via its procurement
processes and contracts with these organisations.

Facilitator
Council currently brings groups and interested parties
together to facilitate cooperative relationships within the
city. Council’s role as a facilitator is important to generate
and incubate new ideas and approaches for the city.

Advocate
Council has a role as an advocate for the people of Brisbane with
other decision makers and influencers. By having a clear position
on what smart, connected means for Brisbane, Council can
advocate for outcomes that progress this future for the city.
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Our journey
Brisbane has been on a smart,
connected journey for many years.
These learnings and experiences
have given us the opportunity to
proactively shape the city and the
ongoing outcomes we hope to
achieve. To do this, goals have been
set so Brisbane can first explore and
understand, then deliver and upskill,
for smart, connected thinking.

Explore and understand

Deliver and implement

Upskill
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Brisbane opportunities
Council has investigated a range of opportunities that will kick-start Brisbane’s smart, connected journey.
Exploring efficiency

Brisbane journeys

Focusing on smart, connected opportunities to increase the
efficiency of service delivery.

Exploring ways to make travel more of an experience in the city.

Data analysis
Exploring data Council already holds or generates to create
opportunities and outcomes for the city.

Smart in the suburbs
Enabling people to live, work and play in ways that are more time
and resource efficient, flexible and fulfilling.
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Testing and trialling
Creating an environment that supports and celebrates testing
and trialling.

Breaking down barriers
Identifying and fixing the barriers and red tape to smart,
connected thinking.

Smart,
Connected
Brisbane
case studies
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Innovative Brisbane
Open innovation is our New World City’s approach to empowering
residents, businesses, academia and entrepreneurs to contribute
and collaborate with Council.

More than 140
submissions received.

Efficient

Inclusive

Prosperous

Unlike traditional procurement processes, Better Brisbane
Proposals truly enables the best solutions to be
co-created, with an agile, fast-to-market approach,
delivering value for money.
As innovators can often provide out-of-the-box solutions,
open innovation channels foster their skills and attract
other like-minded talented innovators to Brisbane, driving
significant economic growth while enabling improvements
and value for money for Council.
Cities around the world have been grappling with
how to implement open innovation processes, but are
substantively constrained by traditional procurement
and risk management processes. Brisbane is currently
leading the way with its Better Brisbane Proposals and
Brisbane Innovate challenges and annual events.
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Since inception in mid-2015, Council has received
142 innovative proposals, implemented three,
and have 12 in the proof of concept trial stage.
Momentum is building with three times the number
of new proposals submitted in the past financial year,
compared to the first year of the program.
The first Brisbane Innovate event generated 48 new
innovative proposals for Council to consider and will be
held annually to bring together individuals, businesses,
entrepreneurs, students, academics and Council officers
to discuss challenges relating to the Brisbane Vision 2031.
With continued efforts, awareness, industry and
community involvement, Brisbane can fundamentally
change how it delivers city infrastructure and
services while driving substantial economic
development outcomes.

Smart energy
Council’s smart energy achievements have helped
cement Brisbane as a leading clean, green city, taking
out the title as Australia’s Most Sustainable City in both
2014 and 2016.
Leading smart energy action by example,
Council replaced 25,000 mercury vapour
street lights with energy efficient bulbs and
40,000 LED lights have been committed to
replace conventional street and park lights,
with realised benefits of energy efficiency,
and whole-of-life asset savings.
In 2012, Council delivered Brisbane’s
first electric vehicle charging
station, in collaboration with global
infrastructure technology company
GE and Brisbane-based electricity
retailer ERM Power. The station has seen
recharge usage grow by 75% on average
every year, in step with the swift growth
of electric and hybrid car ownership in
Brisbane and across Queensland.

75% growth in electric
car recharge usage;
40,000 LED lights
committed.

Efficient

Prosperous

Another key smart energy initiative,
Watt Savers, empowers businesses
and community organisations to make
informed decisions about their energy
usage and potential efficiencies.
Developed in partnership with the
Department of Industry and Science
and corporate partners, Watt Savers
engages, educates and encourages
small and medium enterprises to better
understand their energy usage, to better
inform decisions about their energy
consumption and help reduce operating
costs, while simultaneously reducing their
environmental footprint.
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Digital inclusivity
The 2016 Census reported in Australia, more than 300 languages are
spoken at home, across more than 300 different ancestries – in Brisbane,
languages other than English are spoken in 24% of households.
Council’s award-winning Culturally and Linguistically
Diverse (CaLD) team has harnessed the reach and
engagement of digital and face-to-face communication,
to maximise inclusivity across Brisbane’s culturally
diverse population.

Council’s website can
be viewed in five CaLD
languages with more
than 114,000 page views.

Inclusive
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Personalised
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Attracting more than 114,000 combined page views
across the 2016-17 financial year, Council’s corporate
website can be viewed in five different language versions
(other than English) including Simplified Chinese,
Traditional Chinese, Vietnamese, Arabic and Korean.
This ensures important and accurate information can be
readily accessed.

Council’s dedicated Weibo account and translated
Facebook posts catering for Korean and Chinese
communities are also regularly used, receiving more than
650,000 impressions in the 2016-17 financial year and
helping Brisbane remain an accessible, connected city.

Intelligent congestion-busting
Council is taking real action on traffic congestion
with 90 congestion-busting suburban road projects.
Council uses intelligent transport systems to monitor
traffic volumes, average speeds and real time corridor
performance to help residents get home quicker and
safer with more travel options.
Brisbane was the first city in Australia
to implement a functional, large-scale
Bluetooth monitoring system. This
capability means Council monitors our
road network in real time and can respond
quickly to incidents or congestion.
Bluetooth data is captured at every
intersection, which informs continuous
improvement to reduce the impact of
congestion on our residents. An extensive
network of Variable Message Signs means
Council, and other agencies, can share
important information with travellers in
real time.

Council is continuously trialling new
transport technologies and investigating
new ways of using our data to take real
action on congestion.

First Australian city
with a functional
large-scale
Bluetooth system.

Efficient

Insightful
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Brisbane Metro
Council is planning Brisbane Metro, a new high-frequency public transport
system that will cut travel times and improve services to the suburbs,
providing a cost-effective solution to Brisbane’s bus congestion.

Ability to move
22,000 people
every hour.

Efficient
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Brisbane Metro will make better use of existing busway
infrastructure and create an efficient public transport
network through a number of improvements. This includes
introducing a new fleet of 60 high-capacity metro vehicles,
each with capacity for up to 150 people, which can use the
busway alongside other bus services.
The delivery of Brisbane Metro will boost the capacity of
the busway network to carry up to 22,000 people per hour
ensuring the wider bus network has the capacity to meet
current and future transport demands.

By implementing off-board ticketing and multi-door
boarding at busway stations, Brisbane Metro will allow
faster and more efficient customer boarding and alighting,
helping to improve travel times and reliability. New vehicle
and passenger management systems, such as enhanced
platform information displays and real-time vehicle
location, will also help improve the efficiency and
reliability of busway operations, and provide a better
experience for customers.

Digital Brisbane
Since the launch of the first Digital Brisbane Strategy
in 2013, the program has:
	

Taught more than
3500 children to code.

Efficient

Prosperous

Insightful

Inclusive

	

Smart, Connected Brisbane integrates seamlessly with Digital Brisbane 2.0. Where
Smart, Connected Brisbane framework helps us with decision making when it comes
to infrastructure and Council services, Digital Brisbane 2.0 continues to work with the
resident and business community, building digital and innovation capability, and nurturing
the innovation ecosystem.

Brisbane was the first
Australian city, and only
second in the world to
appoint a Chief Digital
Officer. As many other
cities pursued the smart city
path, Brisbane has taken its
time to determine what this
approach really means for
the city.
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Green light for
emergency vehicles
Council has helped to provide emergency services vehicles with a clear
route to emergency call outs with innovative technology that provides
priority at traffic signals.
The Emergency Vehicle Priority (EVP) system detects
oncoming emergency vehicles and gives them priority
through an intersection with a green light, ensuring
the city’s ambulances and fire crews can make every
second count.

310 intersections fitted
with EVP devices.

Efficient
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Insightful
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Computer-aided dispatch, GPS and traffic management
technology are used to track the location of the vehicle
responding to an emergency call out, calculating the
estimated time of arrival at intersections.

So far, more than 310 intersections have been connected
across 13 significant Brisbane road corridors, with devices
installed in emergency vehicles as part of an integrated
connection between state and locally controlled roads,
giving extra seconds of green light time to the vehicle’s
approach.
The $1.1 million project is being jointly funded by Council
and the Queensland Government.

Comprehensive city data
at the click of a mouse
Council releases open data free of charge to encourage
third parties to develop apps, websites and tools that
can benefit Brisbane residents and business.
Currently 118 datasets are available in a
variety of formats from Council’s open
data website, covering a wide range of
information including public transport,
waste and recycling, and spatial data.
The 2016-17 financial year saw a major
increase in the number of people
registering to use the service, with an
average of one person signing up to access
the datasets every day following a $190,000
investment in the initiative by Council.

The project has achieved some notable
successes, providing the basis for
Fountainhead Group’s, Peter Kable to
develop the RightToGo app which uses
open data from Council’s Brisbane City
Plan 2014 data to support homeowners
and property developers who want to get
property projects off the ground.

118 data sets
currently available
and growing.

Transparent

Prosperous

Inclusive
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Smart watering
Council is harnessing the power of H2O to help maintain the city’s local
sports clubs and parklands through smart watering.

Sporting facilities to
receive new digital
irrigation monitoring,
delivering greener sports
grounds for residents
to enjoy.

Efficient
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As part of the Lord Mayor’s commitment, new digital
irrigation monitoring systems are being progressively
installed each year.
The system sees water monitoring devices digitally linked
to weather stations and installed to monitor and report
water flow, usage trends and environmental data, enabling
clubs to better manage their water usage on sports fields
and improve their playing surfaces.

Council also continues to ensure world-class water
management practices following the investment from the
Australian and Queensland governments, maintaining a
400,000 litre water tank under Roma Street Parkland and
providing access to its stormwater system for South Bank
Parklands’ Rain Bank to help collect, store and treat water
to service two iconic visitor destinations.

Tracking tasty treats

4700 page views each
week to Council’s food
truck website.

Brisbane’s growing food truck industry has been
boosted by Council’s new website for mobile diners.
Personalised Prosperous
Featuring an interactive map enabling food
lovers to locate their favourite gourmet
food truck, find out what’s on the menu and
check operating hours, the mobile-enabled
bnefoodtrucks.com.au has received an
average of 4700 page views each week as
of July 2017.
The site has proved a tasty treat for
vendors, offering a streamlined process
to book sites, as well as the ability to
create searchable profiles, upload menu
information and take advantage of GPS
technology to enable customers to track
their location, with more than 40 trucks
listed on the website so far.

Insightful

Gourmet food truck vendors can also
promote events via the website, opening
up business opportunities across Brisbane
in the process.
As well as increasing the sustainability
and long-term growth of the food truck
industry, bnefoodtrucks encourages
activation of city spaces with unique and
creative food experiences.
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Free Wi-Fi network
across Brisbane
Brisbane has firmly established itself as a smart, connected city, with
Council’s free Wi-Fi service allowing residents and visitors to stay connected
as they move around many parks and public spaces across the city, as well
as the CBD, major shopping malls, libraries, Mt Coot-tha Summit Lookout
and on CityCats with more to roll out in 2017-18.

659,000 free Wi-Fi users
since March 2016.

Personalised
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Inclusive

Insightful
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Offering instant, high-speed online access, the expanded
network has seen 659,000 unique users a month taking
advantage of the service since it launched in March 2016.
The Lord Mayor committed $1 million over four years to
install free Wi-Fi into eight local suburban centres.

With 19 kilometres of fibre optic cable, Brisbane’s smart
city credentials continue to grow, with visitors increasingly
able to share their experiences online instantly and for free
and local businesses enjoying more opportunity to take
advantage of the digital economy.

Smart libraries
With more than 520,000 monthly visitors throughout 2016-17,
Council libraries have several initiatives that have
improved accuracy, efficiency and library service delivery.
The Brisbane Square Library booksorter was
the first of its kind in Australia, installed in
November 2006, automatically transporting,
checking-in, sorting and depositing returned
items on trolleys ready for staff to shelve.
A full Radio Frequency Identification solution
provides accurate and secure management
of the library collection across all libraries
and facilitates efficient customer self-service,
enabling staff to deliver more high value
services to the community.

The 24/7 online library offers extensive
collections and resources to meet residents’
reading, information and learning needs, and
coding and robotics programs support digital
inclusion and the development of science,
technology, engineering and mathematics
(STEM) skills, building capability and
supporting entrepreneurship
and innovation.

Brisbane Square
Library booksorter
– first of its kind
in Australia.

Efficient

Personalised

Library Wi-Fi is now a well-established, reliable
service and essential enabling platform for
customers across the library network.
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Stay connected on Australia’s
most modern bus fleet
Council has introduced USB charging points on new Brisbane buses,
making it safer and even more convenient for passengers to travel
on our bus network.
New Brisbane buses receive 16 charging points accessible
via eight double charging ports while banana buses have
26 charging ports accessible via 13 double charging
ports. These are placed at a comfortable height allowing
passengers to use them from their seat.

These charging points, along with being 100% airconditioned and 100% accessible, contribute to making
Brisbane buses Australia’s most modern fleet.

The introduction of these points not only meets the
demand for digital connectivity and technologies, it is
a step further in ensuring passengers are safe with the
ability to charge their devices while commuting.

USB charging points installed
across newest bus fleet.

Efficient
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Inclusive

How to get involved?
Council’s smart, connected processes use the
collective wisdom of individuals, businesses (small
and large), entrepreneurs, students, academics and
government representatives to solve problems.
These processes aim to produce more innovative solutions than
what may be produced through a traditional process.

For more information on how to get involved,
Contact Council’s Smart, Connected Office:
brisbane.qld.gov.au/smartconnected
3403 8888
This report has been developed with
contributions from Arup and Telstra.

Digital Brisbane
Better Brisbane Proposals
Brisbane Innovate
The Capital
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